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Four Thousand Stags
Stand Strong

Photos by Peter Caty/The Mirror
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High 37°
Low 20°
Rain/Snow/Wind
Chance of Percip. 100%

High 29°
Low 10°
Partly Cloudy
Chance of Percip. 0%

High 32°
Low 25°
Sunny
Chance of Percip. 0%

Events:

Events:

Events:

-Operation Smile BCC
206 6:30 pm
-Bennet Lecture: Norman Gorbaty Art GNZ
Auditorium 7:00 pm
-The Gathering with
JoshFeay Egan Community 8 p.m.
-Ballroom Dancing
BCC Oak Room 9 p.m.

-The Inspired Writer
with Carlos Eire BCC
Oak Room 6 p.m.
-Keep a Child Alive BCC
206 7 p.m.
-Theatre Fairfield Directors Cut Pepsico Theatre
8 p.m.
-IRHA Singled Out BCC
LL 8 p.m.
-Senior Mug Night
Levee 10 p.m.

-Career Planning Center drop-in hours 1:30
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
- Anime Club BNW 341
3:15 p.m.
-SALSA Buy a Date
Levee 8 p.m.
-FUSAMentalistBCC
LL 9 p.m.

Sports:
No home games.

■' ^ - "%#
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High 36°
Low 28°
Rain/Snow
Chance of Percip. 70%

■*mm~
High 35°
Low 23°
Partly Cloudy
Chance of Percip. 10%

Events:

Events:

-The Met Opera Live:
Nixon in China Quick
Kelley Theatre 1 p.m. &
3 p.m.
-FUSA Ace of Cakes
BCC LL 8 p.m.
-Live at the Levee,
Levee 10 p.m.

-Theatre Fairfield
Directors Cut 2PepsiCo
Theatre 2 p.m.
-Cut Isra-Alien Concert and Art Exhibit 2
p.m.
-Open House at Bellarmine Art Museum
3:30 p.m.

High 36"
Low 29°
Partly Cloudy
Chance of Percip. 20%

High 37°
Low 17°
Rain / Snow Showers
Chance of Percip. 40%

Events:

Events:

Sports:

Sports:

-Women's Basketball vs
Saint Peter's 7 p.m.

No home games.

Sports:
Sports:
-Men's Basketball at
Manhatten 7:30 p.m

-Women's Basketball
at Rider 2 p.m.
-Men's & Women's
Tennis vs NJIT 7 p.m.

Sports:
-Men's Basketball at
Saint Peter's College
2:00 p.m.

Weather: A :cording to www.weather.corr
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Stags Fill the Parted Red Sea
BY DAN LEITAO
MANAGING EDITOR

Contributed Photo

Muniz Hesitates
to Deliver
BY LAURA WALSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A simmering dispute among student government
leaders exploded into the open this week when FUSA Senate President Eddie Muniz vetoed a resolution that would
have required him to give a State of the University address
on Tuesday.
The FUSA President vetoed Resolution S4705, stating
the President must deliver the annual State of the University Address to the student body two weeks from January
26. The address is generally given at the beginning of a
President's term to inform the student body of the goals
and role of FUSA once a year.
"I think it is because that there were some things by
the Executive Branch that the ball was dropped on," Muniz
told The Mirror concerning his refusal.
After reconsidering, Muniz told the Mirror on Tuesday that he would deliver the talk March 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Lower Level of the Barone Campus Center.
"I originally did not know the bill was going through
the Senate, so I had no idea it was going to pass. I feel that
under the terms that the bill was passed, that that wasn't
the best way or the most appropriate way..." Muniz said in
response to the veto.
The resolution was passed by a vote of 19 -2 -2 on
January 26. After being vetoed, the resolution now reverts
back to the Senate's next meeting, taking place tonight. If
it is passed by 4/5 of the Senate, the President is required
to deliver a speech at the meeting instead of his preferred
date of March 1. Muniz admits he is not prepared to perform if forced to give a speech at the meeting.
Jordan Freeman '13 and Matthew Morrissey '13, coauthors of the resolution, believed the resolution was the
most efficient way to demonstrate the issue. In order to
solidify productivity in a timely manner, they resorted to
composing a resolution. Senate members composed this
resolution because, "...there has been unrest within FUSA."
Asked about the alleged "unrest" in FUSA Muniz
stated, "Unrest is more of a subjective term. I get there has
been a number of resignations, but I do not know what the
unrest is referring to."
Justin Nowicki '13, one of the two Senate members
opposed to the resolution, said, "There seems to be a .
disunity between the branches. A goal also was to have
better communication which does not seem to have been
addressed by the leadership."
Freeman concurs with Nowicki by stating, "We've
seen disunity among members, one of our main goals going into the year and throughout the year has been unity
as one cohesive FUSA organization transparency...and we
really didn't see that being implemented. We saw it being
talked about, but not actually in practice, so that worried
us."
There have been multiple resignations since the beginning of this year. According to Freeman, these were not
the only members who were considering leaving. "That
doesn't set a good tone going on, people not really wanting to do their jobs. It doesn't motivate other people to do
their jobs, which they are under," he said.
Muniz said his Executive Branch and the Senate had
similar goals.
.
"Although there are two separate branches in FUSA
we still are one organization," he said. "And the end goal is
to impact that student body in a positive way in anything
and everything that we do by providing programs and
services for the student body. And if we all had that same
goal it shouldn't be a problem," said Muniz.
At the Senate meeting on Feb. 9, the Executive Branch
will offer its stance as to why the resolution was vetoed.
Muniz is hopeful that more understanding will stem from
the resolution and come to a cohesive conclusion.

make them support the stags on ESPNU."
He continued, "To see everyone standing for once
was something that excited everyone and I think made
even the fans get loud and crazy The players really feed
off the fans and we need these crowds come MAAC tournament time. Hawkins had a career high in points and he
is one player that really feeds off the crowd."
Freshman Julie Kimball said she goes because, "It's a
fun thing to do with your friends and cheer for the Stags
with everyone." Underclassmen haven't been the only
ones supporting their team, as senior support has been
quite high this year.
Sarah Piccolomini' 11 said, "I go to show school
spirit, support the team and all their success" Chrissy •
Perez '11 said, "I go to cheer on the heart throb Kristian
Petric." She also said, "This is the most spirit I've seen in
all four years and I wouldn't want to miss it."
Stags in the Stands and Athletics are both optimistic
that fan support will continue to rise. Going into March
and the MAAC tournament fan support will be crucial.
Coach Ed Cooley summed it up saying, "Our fans can
help win a MAAC Championship."

"I attribute the win against Iona to the fans." Coach
Ed Cooley.
"To walk into that stadium and see 1,000 wild and
rowdy students was the best thing I've seen in my tenure.'
Stags in the Stands co-president Andrew McMahon. '
4,094 fans packed the men's home basketball game
against conference rival Iona on Friday night. It was the
8th largest crowd ever for a Fairfield basketball game, the
largest in conference crowd and continued the trend of
rising student attendance this semester. The game, aired
on ESPNU, was the second home game to be televised
after Monday night's game aired on MSG.
Fairfield University's sixth man has made quite a
strong showing this semester for the men's basketball
games. Coach Cooley described the game's fans as the,
"Best I've seen at my time at Fairfield"
This game also marked the third game with the student only floor section. Seating 120 fans directly across
the court from the main student section, the new section
filled completely for the first against Iona. Rowtiy
fans including the "redman" fans in spandex red suits
quickly became a favorite for the ESPNU camera man
behind the hoop.
In 2008 Fairfield had its largest attendance in
school history, 4,959 people, against cross-town rival
Sacred Heart University. The Iona game last Friday
and the Manhattan game two Fridays ago had crowds
larger then the capacity of Alumni Hall, 2,479 people.
The Iona game would have seen 1,615 fans turned
away had it been held in Alumni Hall. ESPNU and
ESPN2 have also taken interest in Stag basketball
recently, something only possible in The Arena at
Harbor Yard. Most recently ESPN2 announced they
would be covering the February 28 men's basketball
game against Siena.
Frank Aquino Stags in the Stands co-president
Peter Caty/ The Mirror
said the 9p.m. game was a "hard selling point...and
Seniors Sean Savage, Jean Lanieri, Chris Morris and Ryan Lee
I'm happy the student body really saw something to show Stag support during Friday's game at Harbor Yard.

Change Hits the Housing Lottery
BY SASHA CAMPBELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Fairfield housing system may
be looking up for the future. Charlie
Sousa, associate director of Residence
Life, answered a few of the questions
that seem to surface every year during
the housing lottery process.
The first area of concern in the
minds of students is the new residence
halls on campus. Construction began
around campus last year, with projects
taking place in the Dolan residence
hall area, the Quad, and the Village.
According to Sousa the construction will be completed by July of this
year, allowing students to live in 51
Mclnnes, Dolan Hall, and 70 McCormick starting next semester.
The addition of these three residence halls, along with the renovated
Jesuit Residence, or 42 Bellarmine as
it is known by now, will significantly
reduce the number of freshmen in
triples. Sousa said that with the creation of these new residence halls that
Fairfield hopes to eliminate all triple
rooming for first year students.
Despite the construction of the
new residence halls, some students
still look to the existing residence halls
as their first choice for housing. One
student, freshman Moe Osmulski said,
"I don't really want to live in the new
dorms. I want to live in a suite where I
can have my own bathroom. The suites
are definitely a first choice for housing
for me and most of my friends."
The new residence hall buildings that are beginning to take shape
around campus also raise other ques-

tions in the minds of Fairfield students.
Many students are concerned that
these new construction initiatives are
the University's way of phasing out
"The Beach," for Fairfield seniors.
Living off campus at the beach
has been a tradition for most of the
senior class for quite some time. With
the new residence halls becoming
available on campus, many students
think the University will slowly begin
releasing less and less people to live off
campus.
According to Sousa, Fairfield does
not plan to phase out beach living any
time soon. He said, "The beach has
been a part of the University since it
opened and will continue to be a part
of the University in the future."
Sousa continued to say that for
rising seniors, about 50% of the class
will be released from campus, which is
a consistent statistic when compared
to previous years.
Besides choosing roommates or
housemates, arguably the most important part of housing is the lottery process. Many students have complained
about the housing lottery process
in the past. For example, Samantha
Ceglia '11 said, "I always thought the
housing lottery process was pretty
flawed. For the amount of money that
people pay to go here, they should get
to live where they want. I didn't get the
housing I wanted first semester of my
junior year, but thankfully I got let off
campus my senior year."
To try and quell some of these
students' concerns with the housing
lottery process, some changes are
going to be made. Sousa said, for the

Off-Campus lottery, the only thing that
has changed is the date. Students will
be in the lottery and notified of being
let off from October to February.
Sousa also explained that there
would be changes to the lottery process for on-campus students as well.
He said, "The rising junior and senior
lottery has changed slightly, where
students can apply in groups of four,
six, or eight and be noncommittal to
where they are living until pick night.
This change was implemented to allow
for more flexibility in the lottery while
making it a bit more fair.
For example, in the previous lot- ■
tery if you applied as a group of four
for the Townhouses and there were
none available, you would have to wait
until all groups of four that signed up
for apartment style housing selected
first. Then the townhouse group of
four would be able to select an apartment.
In the new system if this were to
happen it would allow the group of
four to simply select another style of
housing while keeping lottery number
order. As for rising sophomores, if
they choose not to live in a residential
college they will still have the option to
live in a traditional hall or a suite."
It is not secret that many students
have shared frustration over the housing process at Fairfield. However, with
the completion of the new construction on campus approaching and the
implementation of the changes to the
housing lottery process, perhaps the
University can begin to make the steps
in the right direction to end the anger
that surrounds the housing process.

Next Week: Behind the Scenes of the Construction!
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Campus Crime Beat
Tuesday, February 1st
9:21p.m. RA's in a residence hall request
the assistance of Public Safety to break up a
party. The students involved were referred to
Student Conduct.
Thursday, February 3rd
5:51p.m. A vehicle
parked in the Quick Center
Lot was damaged by a falling tree branch.
Friday, February 4th
3:03 p.m. An incident
of harassment involving 2
students was reported to
the department of public
safety. Both parties were referred to Student Conduct.
3:11 p.m. A magic marker
was used to vandalize a hallway
in Regis. Maintenance was notified.
Saturday, February 5th
10:30 a.m. A motor vehicle was pulled
over for reckless driving. The operator was
then identified and referred to Student Conduct.
5:53 p.m. A hit and run was reported in the
Dolan East parking lot.
8:10 p.m. Personal items were reported

Mirror Meeting- 6:30 p.m.
Every Wednesday
Lower BCC

burglarized from a room in Regis Hall. The
culprit has not been identified. The Department of Public Safety would like to remind
you to keep the door locked when not in your
room. If you or anyone you know has information about this incident please report it
the Department of Public Safety.
Sunday, February 6th
3:46 a.m. A narcotics violation was reported. The student
involved was referred to Student
Conduct.
7:25 p.m. A person was reported to be acting suspicious at The
Levee. The person was identified as
a student, given a warning, and no
further action was taken.
Monday, February 7th
1:02 a.m. A report of vandalism to private property was made after an individual
was seen repeatedly kicking a car parked near
the townhouses.
9:35 a.m. A vehicle parked in the Canisius
lot was reported to be vandalized.
Tuesday, February 8th
2:51 a.m. Two parties were referred to
Student Conduct after an incident of a threat
being made, was reported.
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DANCE INSTRUCTOR WANTED!
For Fairfield Studio
20010-2011 Season - Feb. to May
To teach intermediate/advanced jazz and tap
class
Thursday evenings
Please call: 203-255-2775 or 203-256-8666
CHRISTINE LYNN'S DANCE STUDIO
BE A MIRROR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. The
Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
include site visits and phone correspondence
for ad sales. Work on your own schedule. Paid
position, commission of sales. Freshmen and
sophomores preferred. Contact Dan Leitao at
danpleitao@fairfieldmirror.com.
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED
EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM
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Advertising: advertising@fairfieldmirror.com
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In Other News: Briefs to Read to Stay Informed
College

USA

World

OAKWOOD, GA- Gainesville State College
President Martha Nesbitt ordered an instructor's painting that featured a Confederate flag
be removed from a faculty art exhibit.
The Athens Banner-Herald reports the
flag was superimposed on images including
a hanged black man and a hooded Ku Klux
Klansman.
Nesbit said she had to consider the
impact on the health and reputation of the
institution. Athens artist Stan Bermudez says
he hates to see the flag of Southern soldiers
maligned, but that the painting represents
some of the feelings he associates with it.

NOVELTY, OH - People living in
Geauga County, Ohio will begin drinking
alcohol in their town for the first time since
before Prohibition took effect in 1920.
Russell Township voters have not been
fighting long to reverse the law, as they have
actually voted "no" to selling alcohol several
times since the Prohibition's repeal in 1933.
The most recent vote in 2000 failed to overturn the law.
Last fall however, voters had a change
of heart and approved one convenience
store to begin selling beer and wine last
week.
Supporters told The Plain Dealer that it
didn't make sense economically to continue
the ban on selling alcohol when neighboring communities were making money on it.
Opponents of the overturn remain
concerned about underage drinking.

JAMEL, GERMANY- A town located 165
miles northwest of Berlin is under attack at
the hands of neo-Nazis. The group placed
wooden signposts by the main road that
point to Vienna, Paris and Braunauam Inn,
which is the birthplace of Adolf Hitler.
Down the road a far-right leader runs
his demolition company from home. The
logo is a man smashing a Star of David
with a sledgehammer. Often, a group gets
together for outdoor parties where guests
sing "Hitler is my Fuehrer" and chant "Heil"
around a bonfire.
The extreme-right group is suspected to
be behind over 40 attacks this last year, including throwing stones and setting off fireworks. The state itself is in a time of general
unrest, having the highest unemployment
rate outside of Berlin at 12.7 percent.
Six of the ten houses in the tiny town
are considered to be far-right. Ten of the 28
adults are right-wing extremists. Officials
consider Sven Krueger, a 36-year-old to be
the mastermind behind the attacks.
When authorities searched his home
after he was arrested on charges of receiving stolen property, they found stolen
power tools and a submachine gun with 200
rounds of ammunition.
Legally, the neo-Nazis have been
staying within the limits. They abide by the
German laws that forbid displays of Nazi
symbols, and the songs that they sing cannot be pinned on one individual.
"People need to mobilize against the
NPD or for the ban of the NPD," said Birgit
Lohmeyer. She and her husband moved to
the tiny town in 2004 from Hamburg.

YOUNGSTOWN, OH- A shooting at an
Ohio fraternity house killed a Youngstown
State University student and injured eleven
others including a 17-year-old with a critical
head wound.
The shooting began when two angry men
who had left the house later returned, shooting
bullets into the crowd of people. The suspects
are in their early 20s.
Ihe Mahoning County coroner's office
identified the murdered student as 25-yearold Jamail E. Johnson; he was shot once in
the head and multiple times on his hips and
legs. "Johnson was just an excellent, excellent young man, and our loss runs deep," said
Christopher Cooper, a legal officer for Omega
Psi Phi fraternity.
The victims ranged in age from 17 to 31,
six of them are students at the university. "This
is one of those days that every university president across the country, as well as other officials always dread," said university president
Cynthia Anderson.
-The Associated Press

CHAMPLIN PARK, Minn. - Two lesbian
students who fought for their right to walk
together as part of a royalty court, walked in
matching pink and black suits to hundreds
of cheers from classmates.
Sarah Lindstrom and Desiree Shelton
entered Snow Days Pep Fest at Champlin Park High School holding hands, and
making strides in a district that has been
stung for criticism for their politics towards
homosexuality.
The district also came under harsh
criticism after an alleged bullying of a gay
student resulted in his suicide.
"It felt amazing," said Shelton. "I feel so
much better," said Lindstrom.

-The Associated Press

-The Associated Press

FeelGood
GOBBLER'S KNOB, PA-Punxsutawney
Phil predicted spring is on its way after not
seeing his shadow on Wednesday Feb 2.
American folklore says that if the groundhog
sees his shadow, the country can expect six
more weeks of winter. If not, then spring is
on the way.
ATLANTA, GA - Teach for America is
getting $100 million to launch its first-ever
endowment in hopes of making the grassroots organization a permanent fixture in
education.
Teach for America is an organization
that places recent college graduates in lowincome public schools. The money is coming
from four philanthropists who are coming
together to create a stable long-term source
of money for the program.
"A few years ago we embraced the priority of making Teach for America an enduring
American institution that can thrive as long
as the problem we're working to address
persists," said Teach for America founder
Wendy Kopp.
This is not welcome news for all, such
as teachers' unions who believe that the
program puts inexperienced young people
in classrooms, and they wind up leaving after
two years of service.
"I don't want anyone to practice or test
out whether teaching is their profession on
children," said Dennis van Roekel, president
of the National Education Association. "We
need to find out if teaching is your profession
before you get in the classroom.
"Today we're surrounded by hundreds
of examples of whole classrooms and schools
that are taking kids from rural and urban
areas and putting them on a different trajectory," said Kopp. -The Associated Press
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Study Shows Freshmen are Stressed to the Max
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Mirror File Photo
Student overwhelmed by the stress of college life.
BY COURTNEY TODD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There are 70-plus pages of bio, a party going on next door,
and four missed calls from your mom. All of these may contribute to the rise of college students with below average emotional
health. Fairfield's students aren't immune.
"Each year, the number of students seeking counseling
increases," said Susan Birge, director of counseling services at
Fairfield University.
A survey mentioned in a recent New York Times article,
"Record Level Stress Found in College Freshman," brings to
light the issue of college freshman being more stressed than
ever. This survey is just one indicator that the monumental
stress students are feeling is on the rise.
Tommy Gill '14 agreed with the study. "I am so stressed. I
have so much work combined with my job and volunteer work.
I get little sleep," he said.

He isn't alone. According to the article the majority of
college freshman do feel extremely stressed, and each year
the numbers continue to increase. The article also mentions
that, in addition to feeling stressed, students often carry other
problems with them to college that only intensify. Depression
and anxiety a re among the most popular of these.
It is more than just the workload that is affecting the
overall well+being of freshman in colleges across the country.
Brian Van Brunt, director of counseling at Western Kentucky
University and president of the American College Counseling
Association was also quoted in the article adding that a lot of
the stress and pressure students are feeling to succeed has to
do with the economy.
"Today's economic factors are putting a lot of extra stress
on college students," he said.
Not only are students concerned with paying for their
education and paying off loans after graduation, but also
students wonder if there will be a job for them when the time

comes to face the real world.
According to Birge, students aren't just worried about
classes and maintaining a high GPA anymore. They come to
counseling services at Fairfield to seek help for a number of different issues. Birge listed anxiety, depression, relationship issues, family problems, sexual orientation, grief, and substance
abuse as the most prevalent student concerns.
There is also the situation when students feel alone.
"There's a lot of pressure to put on a perfect face, and people
often think they're the only ones having trouble," says Dr. Mark
Reed, a psychiatrist who is also the director of counseling at
Dartmouth College and had commented on the article.
This can often be why students are afraid to get help. However, more students are speaking up. "They are more willing to get
help and utilize the resources available to them," adds Birge.
And while it is true that more women than men seek help
from counseling services, the New York Times article says that the
gender gap is decreasing.
Birge pointed out, "more young women come to counseling,
the number of young men using the services continues to increase."
It isn't unusual for men to act nonchalant about their
stress levels but one way to see proof that the gap is narrowing as to women being more stressed than men is by simple
acknowledgement. Alex Goulden '14 acknowledged it and said,
"Yes there is pressure."
There is also the aspect of how students feel treated by
their professors connecting to their emotional well-being. Students who feel they are mistreated and/or disrespected by their
professors seem to have more stress.
"First semester teachers went easy because we were new,
now there's more pressure," said Becky Norris '14. According
to the article, unresolved issues between teacher and student
definitely have a negative impact on the mental well being of
the student.
When asked what advice she prefers to give to students
having a hard time, Birge
said, "Fairfield University
has wonderful resources
OPINION | PAGE 9
and services for students.
"Strange Living is Stressful"
Use them. Ask for help."
For an opinion on stress and
freshmen life.
■

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Career Comer

Employer Application Deadlines:
General Electric Company
Citigroup
COW Corporation
Indeed

RBS
UBS
UBS
WTAS LLC
KPMG LLP
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Enterprise Rent-a-Car
Eze Castle Sotware, LLC
Morgan Stanley

Financial Management Program Intern
Commercial Banking Development Program
Account Managertnside Sales Rep
Sales Executives
Operations Summer Analyst
Intern Program Finance Stamford, fliYC
intern Program Operations
Stamford/NYC /Jersey City
lax Intern
Discover Leadership Program
Management Trainee
Management Trainee Intern
C ormecti vity C onsultant
Institutional-Sum m er Analyst

02/0&/2011
02/09/2011
02/10/2011
02/10/2011
02/10/2011
02/13/2011
02/13/2011
02/15/2011
02/17/2011
02/18/2011
02/18/2011
02/13/2011
Check Experience

Be sure to vis H Experience (eRecruiting) for details and updates http://
fairfkld.experkncexom

Programs:
"Speed Networking with Alumni"...
February 15
6:00p.m.-8:00p.m.
Kelley Center Presentation Rm
An informal program for students to meet alumni, practice networking and gather
information about their work.

Spring 2011 Career Fair... Not just for Seniors
Thursday, February 10
11:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
RecPlex
*Dress: Suits or Business Attire
*Bring Plenty of Resumes
For the list of registrants, go to: www.fairfteid.edu/student/cpc_participants.html

Questions???
Career Planning Center Drop - In Hours
Every Friday
1:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

Keliey Center CPC

News
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Write Nice Papers,
With Help From
Peers
BY DANICA CEBALLOS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While reading through a paper that took all
night to complete, one may find many spelling
mistakes and grammatical errors; however, often
times it is difficult to catch one's own mistakes
because they do not appear incorrect.
To prevent these "litfie mistakes" from remaining in papers and to work on more significant issues that writers face, like thesis framework
and organization of ideas, Fairfield University
provides students with the Writing Center. Here,
other students peer edit assignments in order to
help writers work towards perfection.
Dr. David Sapp, an English professor at
Fairfield, has recently become the new director
of the Writing Center. Although Sapp has been at
Fairfield for ten years, this is his first time working
at the Fairfield Writing Center. He has, however,
worked for writing centers in the past at two
other universities. There are currently four faculty
members in the Writing Center administration
and they rotate responsibilities.
While some students are shy or think that
the Writing Center is only for students who are
struggling, Sapp explains that some of the best
students go to the Writing Center because these
are the "students that are trying to be even better
by taking the extra step." Getting help from the
Writing Center "shows extra effort to teachers,"
explains Sapp. Students demonstrate that they
"finish their paper early, get feedback, and try
their best."
About 15 years ago, the Writing Center transitioned from being faculty-run to having student
tutors. These tutors are required to take a course
entitled Writing and Responding. Once they have
completed the class, the students can then apply
to be tutors. They go through a seven-stage interview process. In the end, ten students are chosen
as paid tutors to work ten hours a week.
The tutors come from different academic
backgrounds. One of the many jobs they find
themselves doing is working with students who
speak English as a second language. The Writing
Center is not exclusive to undergraduates; tutors
also help graduate students from time to time.
Sean Savage' 11 started working at the Writing Center during his first semester of junior year.
He explains that he enjoys "helping students that
seem really stressed out and leave self-confident."
Savage is an English major and is exploring the
possibility of teaching. He encourages students
by stating, "don't come in thinking you're a bad
writer."
Hillary Taverna '12 is a new tutor for the Writing Center. She aspires to attend graduate school
here and eventually teach high school. Taverna
explains, "People can be really frustrated with an
assignment when all they need is another set of
eyes. We are just here to help students organize."
Taverna described her positive experience
with Sapp as the new director thus far. "I think he
is doing a really good job at organizing everything. The professional development programs
that the administration is working on are to
improve the Writing Center and encourage more
people to come."
Sapp is excited to be the director because
of the opportunity to work with students that it
provides. Sapp describes the Writing Center as
an "important service to students" that "supplements teaching in the classroom." He explains
that it "helps students learn about being a successful student."
The Writing Center is located in Donnarumma 255 and is currently open Monday through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., Friday from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Sunday 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Services are provided by appointment only and
can be made online at http://www.fairfield.edu/
writingcenter.

Peter Caty/ The Mirror
Students discuss their career aspirations during the Fall Semester Career Fair

Who Cares for the Career Fair?
BY ALEXANDRIA HEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Resume? Check. Suit? Pressed. Firm handshake?
Perfected. Prep yourselves Stags, the career fair is back. This
Thursday from 11-3 p.m. Fairfield University will host it's
Spring Career Fair in the RecPlex.
Over 50 companies and institutions have registered and
will be represented at the fair put on by the campus career
center. "Who comes to the career fair is always tricky. We can
extend the invites but can't control who actually comes," said
Cathleen Borgman, Director of the Career Planning Center.
. Brendan Egan' 11 plans to attend because; "I think it's
one of the last chances as a senior to get an internship or a
job in the future." He may be in luck, according to Borgman,
"Bloomberg was here in the fall and I think they actually
closed the apps early because their programs are fairly full."
Notable companies attending include, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Ernst & Young LLP, NBC Universal's Jerry
Spring Show, Amphenol RF, our own Fairfield University
Charles F. Dolan School of Business - Graduate Programs,
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network, UBS, and Peace
Corps just to list a few.
While competitive companies like General Electric
Company may not accept resumes at the career fair, their
representatives will give you information on how to apply for
an interview at a later day.
Unfortunately for some students finding the time to

get to the fair maybe a struggle. Kate Holleran '11 will not
be attending because she interns on Thursdays. And Todd
Rudedge '11a Biology major cannot find the time to squeeze
it in-between his classes. But time is not the only reason
Rudedge will not be attending, "my plan is graduate school
so I'm not looking for a job at the moment," he added.
The career fair may not be for all students like Gary McCann' 11 who has decided to forego the fair this year because
"there's cake in my house and the career fair doesn't suit my
nutritional needs."
For those students who are serious about finding an
internship or opportunity that may lead to a future job, the
Career Center has provided guidelines for success on its
website. The experts recommend to "do your homework."
Specifically this means learning as much about the companies you are interested in before you approach them about
an opportunity. The Center also suggest organizing a list of
employees you specifically want to approach. Before you
attend, the center recommends being armed with 25 copies
of your resume and a portfolio for taking notes about the
company.
Look the part: "while employers may consider you if you
are dressed in business casual, professional attire gives you
an edge." Don't leave an employer's table without a business
card from the representative that you met with, and send
a thank you note to each. If your schedule allows for it, the
Center says to, "Go early - usually the slower time of a career
fair is the first hour."

Jenk's World Meets Stag World
BY NICOLE MIGLIACCIO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Imagine living for a week with a homeless person.
Picture spending a few days with a professional rapper, or
following rock bands On a sweaty, cramped tour bus as they
perform at Warped Tour.
These are the experiences that Andrew Jenks, star of
MTV's documentary "World of Jenks," films and shares with
his viewers.
Jenks made an appearance at Fairfield University on
Feb. 3 and shared his story with an eager crowd that filled the
lower level BCC. He opened his discussion with a frequentiy
asked question, one that was certainly on my mind: "You
don't act like Snookie or the Situation, so why are you on TV?"
Quite unlike his MTV co-stars on the "Jersey Shore,"
Jenks has a mission other than partying and fist pumping.
When filming, Jenks aims to feel the struggles of unique
individuals and wants viewers to understand that there are
people out there who lead lives that are unimaginable to the
average person.
Jenks talked about how he struggled to find a homeless
person who was even able to have a conversation with him
and how he once found himself trapped in a stairway with a
rapper and the pressure to do drugs. From these interviews
though, Jenks gained insight into a whole new way of life.
Jenks went on to give the audience a few words of advice:
first, never take no for an answer. Second, fake it 'till you
make it.
His first project, in which he lived with his grandfather in
a nursing home, would have been impossible if Jenks had not
called 25 nursing homes and finally received the go-ahead on

the 26th call. According to Jenks, something will happen only
if you believe in it.
He also told funny stories of how, at times, he pretended
to have more success and prominence than he actually did.
Such exploits as paying his unemployed friend to act as an
intern and pretending his non-existent "office" was flooded
allowed Jenks to remain in the business and achieve success.
Julio Gomez '12, director of featured speakers, explains
why he and fellow director Sara Robicheau' 13 chose to have
Jenks share his story. "This year's theme of 'Global Citizenship' intertwines with the theme of his show. He dares to step
into the lives of people... and in doing so, challenges various
stereotypes," he said.
"We hope that in having Andrew Jenks here, such a citizenship can be acknowledged and promote students here on
campus to do the same," Robicheau said.
Jenks kept the crowd engaged with stories and advice,
and even entertained questions at the end of his speech.
Jules Mcgrath '13 "liked how [Jenks] was really down to earth,
had a really sarcastic humor that the crowd loved...and left
half the time open for questions so it felt like a discussion."
Molly Barone '13 also enjoyed Jenks's appearance. She
said, "I enjoyed hearing about Jenks' adventures because
they're not something that everyone gets to experience. He
had a lot of unique experiences that opened his eyes to so
many things."
Robicheau knew that Jenks would deliver such positive
feedback. "When we heard about the show "World of Jenks"
we knew Andrew would be perfect.. .The show is all about
walking in other people's shoes and experiencing the liver
and struggles that young people today have to face," she said.

Come in and see why
they're so Special!

TERING
'if it's not (garden Catering, it's just not Sveciafl
2074 Blaek Rock Turnpike
Fairfield CT 06825
(P) 20*870-8444
CF) 203870-8441
Open Daily
Monday-Saturday 8am-8:30 pm
Sunday Qam-opm
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King Postpones His Speech
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State of the School
Remains Unanswered
Under Section 4.3 of the FUSA Constitution,
number four states, "At least once per academic year,
the President must issue a 'state-of-the-university'
address to keep the student body informed on FUSA's
initiatives on campus."
Well apparently this year, FUSA President Eddie
Muniz is exempt from this obligation after vetoing
the bill that requires him to do so at the prerequisite
time. Until The Mirror was poised to print the story
exposing his refusal to give a speech.
This initial refusal to hold a 'state-of-the-university' address as scheduled, seems to coincide the
recent resignation of multiple FUSA members. It
leads us to wonder about what is going on with FUSA
and if they are hiding something.
The last minute save of face has The Mirror more
worried about FUSA than the initial refusal to speak.
As with any form of democratic government,
the people have the right to know what is going on
with the people who represent them. Being able to
get up in front of your student body and spout out
even a general report, such as, "Our support for our
sports programs has grown this year," or "I continue
to be proud of my fellow Stags" is something students
want. To not say anything at all makes an even louder
statement that something is terribly wrong.
The media's job is to call the government out
when they do something wrong, but our job as
members of the Fairfield student body is to support
our school through its ups and downs. And so we
encourage Muniz and the other FUSA members to be
truthful to us, not just as the campus' media outlet,
but as students who attend Fairfield University and
who deserve to know the truth about the state of our
school.
While FUSA promises to represent and advocate
student voices, this year these voices only whisper
around campus pathways and between Barone booths.
Whether students anticipated the speech or not, the
informative session to keep students up to date with
University plans and actions and offer them this venue
to voice their opinion, may or may not happen. The
lack of a proper setting to discuss and promote student
ideas hurts students as well as FUSA progress.
You are the gatekeeper between student needs and
administration. Your Constitution "seeks to create a
government that is accessible to all students." Not holding a state-of-the-university address seems to signal a
red flag alerting of a weak commitment to your student
body and suggesting disorder within your system.

The FUSA President's refusal to address the school causes unrest within FUSA. For the whole story see pg. 3.
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Strange Living is Stressful
BY KELLY PIERCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Please forgive me Mom and Dad. I take back everything I
said about wanting to get out of the house. Let me come home,
I'm begging you!" I never thought I'd hear so many freshmen
say they couldn't wait to go home and relax. This is college! I
thought it Was supposed to be the best time of our lives? According to The New York Times, not really.
A recent study by the Times showed that the level of stress
found in college freshmen has reached an all-time high this
year, and who can blame them? Stress in high school was limited. We worried about who to sit with in the cafeteria and how
to get a good GPA, but we could crawl into our private caves
(aka bedrooms) at the end of every single day.
In college, not only do we get to stress out about who to
sit with in the cafeteria and how to get a good GPA, but we
also get to stress about roommates, hallmates, lack of sleep,
hygiene, food, extracurricular activities, friendships, relationships, hook-ups, sexuality, parties and the future.
We've spent our entire lives cradled in our parents' arms,
and then one day we're chucked out of them into a dark pit
that we need to climb out of on our own. Try living five feet
away from a perfect stranger 24/7; try getting enough sleep
for your 8 a.m. class while your neighbors are singing Journey
at the top of their lungs; try getting up the nerve to knock on
your neighbors' door and ask them to shut up; and try taking
a dump in a public bathroom where everyone can hear the
echoing plops and smell the rancid smells...you know it's true.
Whether or not we think we're stressed, our bodies definitely are. Our bodies go from eight hours of sleep, germ-free
floors and home cooked meals to four hours of sleep, sick-

Shovels at the Townhouses

3 I /"m^JI *}

How much snow does it take until you
need a shovel? The Townhouses were
finally supplied with snow shovels, and
although half of them are still on order,
they will be delivered as soon as they
come in, allowing Townhouse residents
to finally be able to dig themselves out.

nesses galore and cheap food that definitely didn't come out
of mom's oven. Our bodies cannot handle the sickness, lack of
sleep and poor food quality when it's busy battling the stress in
our brains.
When we go into college, we expect to have fun and, more
importandy, find a "mate." So even after a week of classes and
homework are over, we are stressed out with what parties we
can get into and what people we will flirt with. Unfortunately,
this situation is all games, and freshmen rarely get what they
want out of a weekend night. We are bound to have our heads
in the toilet, regret a hook up or stay in our room wishing we
had plans at least once in the four years here. What mostly
happens on the weekends is that the boys get trashed and
fulfill their "needs" while the girls end up crying on someone's
shoulder because their expectations are too high. (One thing
I've learned is that no guy has the intention of being your soul
mate when you're a freshman girl)
Another source of stress is academics. Is it sad that I
spent a good forty minutes searching for graduate programs
yesterday? As Jason Ebbeling, director of residential education
at Southern Oregon University said, "Students worry that even
with a college degree they won't find a job that pays more than
minimum wage... they're thinking they'll need to get into an
M.B.A. program or Ph.D. program." Is our major going to get
us anywhere? Can we find a job that buys us a Ferrari? Can we
stay in college forever and hide from the real world...please?
Although I'm still learning, I advise all stressed out students to focus on themselves. I'm not saying you should be a
selfish jerk; just don't sell your soul away. Make it the semester of [insert your name here]. Give yourself time away from
people. Meditate, exercise and do things that make you happy.
College is a crazy trip, but you WILL survive.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
"I attribute the win against Iona to thefans."
Men's basketball coach, Ed Cooley, on the Stag support shown
to his team

Singled Out
Valentine's Day is already hard enough
for those single people out there.
There's nothing worse than watching
all those in-love couples who have an
excuse to show excessive PDA (Public
Display of Affection). You don't need
a campus dating game to remind you
that you don't have anyone in your life.

THE MIRROR welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted in person at BCC 104, or by email at opinion@fairfleldmirror.com
All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published either in print or on www.fairfieldmirror.com
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be
free of obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Letters should not exceed 500 words.
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Eating Our Money Away In Barone
BY LINDSAY MAIDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dorm room living is a typical part of
the college experience. Typically, you have
a roommate, a communal bathroom and a
student lounge. When coming to college,
we are aware of all of the expenses that
come along with boarding.
So when exacdy did I miss the memo
that I was required to pay for a meal plan?
It is downright absurd to think that just
when you believe you are finished paying
off those college expenses per semester,
you are knocked with more overly priced
fees.
Let's face it: This is Barone we're talking about. Perhaps I could see if our cafeteria was equivalent to a four- or five-star
restaurant. However, I truly believe that
the amount of money we are required to
spend on meal plans while living in dorms
just does not add up.
Instead of simply ranting about how
expensive the meal plan is, why don't we
take a look at a few numerical facts to put
this into perspective? The average meal
plan consists of twelve meals per week at
Barone and $100 worth of Dining Dollars
that can be used at the Stag. Per semester,
this totals approximately $2,365. While
the $100 Dining Dollars might seem like
a perk to some students, the Stag food is

Illustration by Tebben Lopez

so incredibly overpriced that the money
practically flies right off your StagCard.
This leaves us paying $2,265 solely for the
food in Barone.
Comparing this statistic to the price of
board ($3,500 dollars per semester) creates

a few shocking gasps. When remembering
that this money covers dorm rooms, cleaning services, the prices of student lounges,
gym memberships and many other services, it seems outrageous that our meal
plans cost even close to this amount.

There's No Crying
in Politics

As Jillian Muhlbauer '14 says, "We are
paying money to be able to use the facilities
in the buildings, such as the kitchens in the
student lounges. I would much rather cook
meals there and save some money."
It is true that making soup, sandwiches
and pasta on your own can save a great
deal of money. However, students living in
dorms are still required to choose a meal
plan from a list of options.
It is a common misconception that
changing the meal plan to 10 meals per
week and $300 Dining Dollars may save
us a nice portion of money. In reality, it
costs an additional $150 to do so. While a
student using this plan may receive. $200
more Dining Dollars, they are really only
receiving $50 more Dining Dollars because
of the cost of the additional charge. This
leaves the student with 32 fewer meals per
semester, which clearly does not make
sense. I am really unsure where the logic
for this plan came from.
I highly recommend that the University reconsider the Sodexho meal plans for
next year so that a small financial weight
can be lifted off the backs of students and
their parents. While we are stuck with
our expensive meal plans, let's try to be
economically savvy and use at least a few
of our meals weekly while stretching out
those Dining Dollars for as long as possible.

—LETTER TO THE EDITOR—

IRHA Responds
To the Editor:

BY WILLIAM HEII RICH

I

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Under heavy scrutiny, John Boehner assumed his
new position as the Speaker of the House this month,
wrestling away the gavel that most assumed Nancy Pelosi
would clutch in her cold, dead hands. However, most of the
analysis wasn't over Boehner's ardent stance on President
Obama's Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. Nor
was it over Boehner's proposed idea of a spending freeze in
America. Rather, his plentiful tears that seem to come on
cue were the topic of discussion.
The discussion seems to sum up to one undisputed
fact: John Boehner cries. He cries a lot. He tears up when
he takes his position as Speaker of the House. He bawls
during "60 Minutes." He cries making a BLT club. Watching a John Boehner speech is like watching a good Leonardo DiCaprio movie; it will usually take a lot longer than
it should, and you know he's going to cry at some point.
Boehner is that character in "Mean Girls" who just has a lot
of feelings and doesn't even go there.
Boehner and, to a lesser extent, Nancy Pelosi unfortunately suffer from the same patriarchal society which
breeds a misogynist view on politics.
Even today, our political ideal is a stoic leader, preferably male, who in times of crisis spares the nation from tears
and emotion. We've become indoctrinated with plentiful,
over-the-top tales of Washington, Lincoln, Roosevelt, and
the like. A political leader is to have all the emotionality of
a wet sock, and the failure to provide just that leads us to
question him or her. Must I even point to Howard Dean's
infamous speech in 2004, which has seen been named the
"Dean Scream gaffe?" Everyone seemed to forget that Dean
was battling the flu and that he was trying to speak over a
rather loud crowd. The only thing everyone remembers is
that Dean flushed his political hopes down the toilet with
a cracked "Yeah!" Or at least I assumed it was a "yeah;" it
sounded more like a chipmunk possessed Dean's body for
a split second.
It would appear the U.S. has fallen to the stereotype
that stoicism makes a good politician. Americans are notorious for often eschewing the facts in favor of a personality
or an ideal. We long for that mythical "it" factor, though
we rarely have any tangible traits to qualify what "it" is.
Perhaps the best example of such a case is the election of
Ulysses S. Grant as Commander in Chief in 1869. What he
lacked in experience, he made up for in corruption and
ineptitude. The U.S. fell in love with his personality and
stoicism, but he would turn out to be, in my opinion, one of

Photo Illustration by The Mirror

Speaker of the House, John Boehner (R-OH)
the worst presidents in history in spite of his efforts in civil
rights. Meanwhile, Lincoln, a president infamous for nervous breakdowns, is looked upon as one of our greatest.
Mind you, there are times when our blind search for
that "it" factor yields good results. Kennedy's debonair
attitude charmed Americans, and that worked out pretty
well. Clinton was charming, perhaps too charming for
his own good, and the U.S. was enamored. Still, for every
Kennedy there is a Warren G. Harding: someone chosen for
his "make no enemies" campaign but later marked by an
abysmal term as president.
Sadly, the outgoing Speaker of the House's legacy will
be tarnished by this misogynist view of politics. After all,
Pelosi's lasting legacy will likely be that she was brash and
refused to compromise her ideals. Those from the right
were quick to call Pelosi radical, which frankly makes about
as much sense as referring to John McCain as independent.
This was a woman who, under terms with George Bush,
ultimately voted for an unequivocal support of the invasion
of Iraq. At Bush's State of the Union Address in 2005, Pelosi
could often be seen clapping like a trained seal each of the
approximately 35 times the word "Iraq" was mentioned.
Does this sound like a "radical" woman to you? Perhaps
she was brash, but not exactly radical.
John Boehner should be judged for his policies rather
than his tear ducts. If he makes a good Speaker of the
House, and likely presidential candidate, it will be his actions in Congress that define his reputation. Ironically, that
will show more stoicism than anything else he can do.

In last week's His iPhone section, the writer advocated for the dissolving of IRHA, at least according to
his image of a more perfect Fairfield U. While the writer
is entitled to his opinion, we can't help but question I
the accuracy of his assertions. We would like to bring to
light the important role that IRHA plays in the Fairfield
community.
First of all, the programming of our organization
puts together very popular events such as Singled Out,
Fairfield Idol, and o.f course Spring Weekend. Working
with a substantially lower budget than FUSA, we are
able to program effectively and with a very high attendance rate.
Secondly, IRHA works to promote a strong community structure within the Residence Halls, and the RCCs
have the unique ability of being able to program specifically for their buildings, something that adds a more
personal touch to the programs. Community building
is also a key aspect of Jesuit education, and IRHA is certainly a strong advocate for working towards that goal.
Finally, our organization has taken on a high level
of student advocacy issues, something that no other
organization on campus can claim. Last semester
we successfully negotiated the Quick Center parking
compromise (which was featured on the front page of a
recent Mirror publication), worked with Public Safety on
reforms to the Guest Pass Policy, and we are continuing
to use our unique relationship with the Office of Residence life to work on needed adjustments to the housing
lottery system for the Fall of 2011.
While IRHA certainly admires the journalistic work
of the Mirror staff, we hope that in the future more information is gathered before making such a drastic statement. Our organization is certainly not perfect, but we
do play an integral role in the Fairfield community, one
that should not simply be relinquished with the stroke
of a pen. We are always open to constructive student
concerns on how to improve the work we do on campus,
and we hope to continue to make Fairfield a better place
for all Resident Students.
Sincerely,
The IRHA Executive Board
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The Mystery of Mr. X
BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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It was lunchtime. He was sitting in
Barone when it happened. Just eating some
tasteless food, minding his business. A girl
appeared, asking to close the curtains near
him.
"It's too bright." She smiled at him.
He looked up. He was love-struck. A greeneyed, freckled goddess was standing before him with
the most wonderful smile he had ever seen.
"Of course," he replied, and stepped aside to let her
close the curtains.
He watched her walk back to her table, fixated.
The following week, he was back in Barone; the
same spot as before, the same time as before. He noticed
her walk in, then quickly pulled a black-ink pen out of
his backpack and scribbled a few lines down. Minutes
passed as he waited for her to get up.
When she did, he briskly walked over to her booth
and dropped the folded napkin on her table. Now all that
was left to do was wait.
The girl returned to her table, drink in hand, and was
surprised to see a note there.
She opened it. Read it. Smiled. Nicole Fogliano '12 had
a secret admirer.

I've seen you four times in the cafeteria. You closed the curtains
near me once b/c it was too bright. I think you have a wonderful smile.
I wish I knew your name. Enjoy your breakfast/lunch.
Your Admirer From Afar,
Mr.X
Fogliano received the note about a year ago, right before
finals week. "It made my whole year to know that chivalry wasn't
dead," she said.
The entire scenario, however, is still a mystery. Fogliano
still doesn't know who Mr. X is, nor does she have an idea as to
who he might be. "It's been driving me nuts all year," she said.
It doesn't help that there were no eyewitnesses either. While
she thinks that love letters are "wonderful," she wishes that hers
wasn't anonymous.
"I do vaguely recall stepping behind a guy to close the
blinds...and him looking at me like I was absolutely nuts - or at
least, so I thought - but I didn't think much of it," Fogliano added.
Nothing has happened since she received the note, but
Fogliano is hoping that something will, in the spirit of Valentine's
Day.
"I'm trying not to get my hopes up. But I really, really want
him to see this and get in touch with me. Now that he knows my
name, he can Facebook me...I pretty much haven't dated anyone
partially because of that note. Damn it I want a nice guy! He gave
me hope."
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Valentine's Day Survival Tips for the Men

BY ASHLEY ZANGARA

BY ANDREW ROBINSON

VINE FASHION EDITOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Just got asked out on a last minute date? Don't
have time to purchase an outfit? There is no need
to stress about what to wear on Valentines Day.
You can find the perfect outfit sitting in your closet.
Dinner & Movie
For this scenario you are going to want to keep
it simple, but still pretty. Clearly you aren't going to wear a short mini dress with high heels to
watch the Justin Bieber 3D movie. Stick to a cute
top, definitely try and keep in the red or pink family to stick with the theme of the day. Then pair it
with a nice pair of jeans. I would suggest a nice pair
of flats or boots to go with this outfit, but if you absolutely can't go out without heels on then go for
it. Don't forget your clutch at home, you never
know if you'll have to throw down half for the meal.

A Night Out on the Town
Most people don't think to take their date
here on Valentines Day, but apparently it happens and I'm not saying I hate the idea. I would
suggest the highest heels you own and the shortest dress you have for this date. No, I'm joking obviously. Definitely remain casual for
this. You are going to be doing a lot of walking
and staring, so wear something comfortable.

Museum or Aquarium
If your date decides to get extta spicy and
takes you out to New York City then a casual
pair of jeans arid red shirt won't exactly work.
For this event it's best to dress up a bit more.
I would suggest either a dress or skirt and top
with a blazer over it and pair of high heels. It's
Valentines Day why not get a little extra sexy!

Contributed Photo

Every year, the boys are met with the seemingly impossible
task of successfully pleasing their significant other on Valentine's
Day. Most men are cautious and will succumb to the stereotypical chocolates and flowers. Others might more boldly venture into
uncharted waters in hopes of reaping the fruits of their labor later
in the evening. Unfortunately for girls it is usually highly unlikely
there aren't ulterior ambitions for the man in his Casanova like
quest in gaining your seal of approval for his efforts. For the men,
here are a few tips to give your Valentine's Day Gifts a fair amount
of authenticity.
• Plan: Girls are planning creatures. I've yet to meet any girl on this planet who
doesn't want to know what is happening until the last minute. If you want to make sure
she's going to enjoy herself from the get go, let her know the plan at the very least a day in
advance. Even if the plan is a surprise, make sure she knows that a surprise is coming.
• Customize: More than anything, girls want to feel special. This may sound like a
cheesy, washed out idea but must not be forgone. Find out something about her that she's
currently into. Long-Term general interests are ok, but girls have short attention spans. If
they know you've been listening up, it'll pay off. If she told you about some crazy dream
she had, buy a book on dream interpretation. If you had a fight about her distinctly lame
taste in Justin Beiber, buy her the live CD.
• Friends: Girls communicate. If the girl has a horrible evening, you can bet her
entire circle of friends will know about it. But men can use this to their advantage. Talk to
her friends before hand and ask some general questions about your schedule and what
you think you should get her. Even if you mess up the entire evening, your woman will
come home to learn that you really tried to make it special. She'll also like making her
friends a little jealous that she has such a thoughtful Valentine.
• Card: Don't you dare forget a card. It doesn't even matter if you don't write anything in it. Girls will look for it. Save the card for a ideal moment. Don't throw it at her
when she gets in the car.
• Chocolates and Flowers: Might as well. You can buy the tiny box and the cheap
flowers from 7-11
iMnmBi<MiiiniiiiiY«"iTiiii IIIT
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Valentine's Day Movies
What to Watch:

What to Avoid:

BY STEPHANIE WEBSTER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Watch something simple and funny,
but with some romance in it. You should
be happy; you're celebrating that you love
someone, you shouldn't be grossed out,
crying, scared, or confused. Laugh, show
your smile, and relax. Watch something
light, like Scott Pilgrim vs. The World,
Juno, or Valentine's Day. Valentine's Day
is a great pick for Valentine's Day. It's
cute and funny and has several different relationship situations to relate to or
laugh at. It's not too heavy or sappy, and
if none of the romances get you, Queen
Latifah as a sex operator definitely will.
Accidental pregnancy seems like
a horrible idea for Valentine's Day, but
everyone loves Juno. Juno and Paulie are
just so endearing and adorable; everyone wants to see their awkwardly perfect
relationship deal with the ups and downs
of Juno's pregnancy. Not to mention
Juno's attitude and snarky comments will
keep the mood light and you both laughing.
Scott Pilgrim vs. The World is along the same
lines, considering that Michael Cera plays
the same character in every movie he's ever
acted in. Scott tugs at and his journey to
win her heart is just hilarious.
Those movies are great choices. They're
funny, silly, enjoyable and will make you
happy. And that's kind of the point of
Valentine's Day - enjoying yourself and that
special person by your side. So grab your
love, your heart-shaped milk chocolate
assortment you bought at Rite-Aid, curl
up under your Snuggie, and have a great
Valentine's Day.

If your relationship is new, avoid movies
like A Walk to Remember and The Notebook.
You don't know each other well enough yet to
have gross, tear-stained faces in front of each
other. You're still in the stage where you want
the other to think you look perfect all the
time, and that's fine. Avoid movies that will
make you cry like a baby, it's not cute.
Avoid movies that involve someone
cheating to find the love of their life. It's
just not a good theme for Valentine's Day.
Unless you're spending Valentine's Day with
whomever it is you're cheating with, then
by all means, celebrate your secret love with
a funny flick like It's Complicated. Chances
are, for you, it probably is.

Contributed Photo

Dining in? Need something to
end the night? Watch some great
movies!

Avoid action movies and war movies
like The Town and Braveheart. Both are
excellent movies, but for V-day, it's just too
much blood, guns, war, and death by beheading. Movies like Braveheart are also too
long for a cute Valentine's Day night in. You
want to spend some time together enjoying each other, not bound to a three-hour
war movie. That's totally fine for a normal
weekend, so save the gore for the next movie
night.
Horror movies are along the same lines.
No one wants to see dead people on Valentine's Day, it's just a fact. . •
Note: Don't watch Inception this weekend. You'll be too busy trying to figure out at
which dream level you lost your grip on the
movie to pay any attention to your Valentine.
And no one wants to come in second to Leo.

Lead, or get out of the way
Being a good leader is more than being the boss. It's about teamwork,.vision and a strong sense
of quality and integrity in everything you do. The Deloitte National Leadership Conference aims
to help today's best and brightest students turn into tomorrow's business leaders.
Learn more at www.deloitte.com/us/dnlc
2011 Deloitte National Leadership Conference
July 12- 15, 2011
Scottsdale, Arizona
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origin, or any other basis protected, by federal, state, or local law.
Copyright © 2011 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
Member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu-Limited
36USC220506
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A Valentine 'Pick-Me-Up'
Although we're more than certain your friends give you great advice on how to pick someone up, here's your
chance to hear it straight from the opposite sex. Whether you're a stranger, a classmate or a friend, read on for a
flawless plan on how to win a date, just in time.

■

DEVON PORRINO
THE VINE EDITOR

LOAN LE
THE VINE LOCAL EDITOR

Stranger

Classmate

Friend

I'm a sucker for charm, so if you have a genuine pick up
line along with a genuine smile, I'm sorry to say I'd probably fall for it. The thing is, however, I'd actually have to
have a conversation with you and get to know you before
I considered going on a date with you and most of the
times strangers hit on people in bars or clubs where there
usually isn't time or quiet to sit and talk as it is. If you
seem like an honest, down to earth guy, I may consider
taking a number and seeing where it goes. But I usually
don't look for dates in people I don't know.

It'd be fun to hang out with someone I know from class.
It's a good way to get to know someone, but actually have
an excuse ("work") to hang out with them a good amount
as well. The key point would be whether or not we get
along outside of class, in a social setting, with our friends,
etc. If it seems like the only connection we have is when
were sitting in CNS listening to a lecture, I'm not sure it
would work.

They always say that dating a friend is tricky, which I
agree with, but I think it's so extremely important to
be able to goof around, tease, and have fun with the
person you date just like you would any other friend.
Part of dating is being able to chill and talk about lite
along with the other, awesome benefits. Ifwehada
connection and a flirtatious sort of vibe, I don't see
why I wouldn't want to date.

If I talked to you a few times and went to a few events
where we were at the same place, and we acknowledged
each other in some way or form, then I'd consider you
as a date. We actually have to talk after that. I'm pretty
good at picking up vibes, so if you give offa stalker vibe,
I'll probably say, 'Hang on to that thought... I just have
to check my mail' and then, I'll say that I have to run to
a meeting. And you'll know that I don't want to date you
because I won't feel comfortable around you. I'll avoid
walking in the same direction as you. I'll pretend not to
hear you as you call my name from across the room. Trust
me...you'll know.

If you seem interesting in class, participate in discussions, and have
a good overall attitude, I would definitely consider accepting a date
with you. Discussing and expressing your ideas in class shows me
that you're confident in yourself to talk but still modest because
you're putting your ideas out there to be judged. If you talkjust
because you like the sound of your own voice, then you're not good
dating material. If you listen to other people's comments, then I
know that you would listen to me. If you don't talk at all in class, I
would assume that you don't care about classes, and for me, that's a
turn-off.

If you and I know each other very well and get along
and have some sort of known and unavoidable attraction to each other, then I would definitely date
you. Get rid of the elephant in the room. Because,
honestly, isn't tiptoeing around each other even more
awkward? Also, maybe it'll work out. Maybe not. I
don't want to regret not taking an opportunity when
it was right there in front of me.

I think it's the best when guys I don't know
approach me. It shows they have confidence
and are adventurous. If you seem interesting,
I'm down to hang out. All you have to do is
say something funny and I'll be glad to go out
on a date.

I've definitely met some characters in my classes thus far. I
think it would be a good move for a guy to stop a girl after
class casually and ask her to hangout sometime. Or you
could always pass me a note explaining how my intellectual ways have caught your attention;).

Well ifyou're my friend then I'm most likely not
romantically interested in you so it would be best if
you didn't ask me on a date. If you do think there's a
chance then the best way would probably be to just
stand outside my apartment window holding a boombox above your head playing "In Your Eyes."

ASHLEY ZANGARA
THE VINE REVIEW EDITOR
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Classmate

Friend

Try to strike up a conversation naturally about something
random, like how cold the weather is or how hung over
you are from last night. The most important thing is that it
doesn't seem forced. Most people enjoy meeting someone
new, so as long as you aren't extremely awkward there is
a good chance I will be open to talking to you. Although
random hook-ups mostly happen at parties, a little sober
conversation can go a long way, even if I have never met
you before.

If you are someone I talk to or recognize, show some
confidence and ask me what I'm doing this weekend. I'm
not going to get to know you better by saying Tii' as we
pass each other on campus. And even if I'm in the same
class as you, we pretty much have to be sitting next to each
other to actually have a conversation. Bottom line, casual
relationships usually get to the next level on the weekends
and if you see me at a party, your chances of getting to
know me better will certainly increase.

If you are a good friend of mine, then you know me
well enough to simply say, "We need to talk about
something." Not to be cliche, but honesty really is the
best policy. Ask me to have a one-on-one lunch and
just say how you truly feel. If you say nothing and I
get a weird vibe from you whenever we talk, it will get
my attention, but not in a good way. I don't want to be
thinking about if I did something wrong or if there is
something about you I should be worried about. Just
say what you feel. My reaction will be the 100 percent
truth and even if it's not what you were hoping for,
I guarantee both of us will feel better about things
afterwards.

Compliment me. I'm socially awkward and completely miss
all the subtleties. So if you're watching me from a distance
and hoping that I might notice you, I hate to say it but,
you're probably wasting your time. Muster up some courage
and say something nice about me. Be sincere or I'll think
you're just making fun of me. My favorite is when someone
compliments my smile because it means they like seeing
me happy and I love that. If you don't feel like stroking my
ego, your next best bet is to ask me a question. The easiest
is to ask me to help you with something or ask me if I know
somebody; they're both dumb but it'll help break the ice.
After that I'm pretty good at carrying a conversation.

Sit next to me; if I find you even remotely attractive I'll try to talk to
you. If in the extremely rare case I don't make the first move then by
all means try to talk to me. Notes are fun- my other male counterparts may shrug it off as something elementary but to me those were
the best days for love, before we knew heartbreak and before we tried
to be cool. If you want to get my attention in class, speak up. I love a
girl who speaks her mind and I love it even more when they are able
to express their thoughts eloquently. Intelligence is the biggest turn
on, because it means you have something worth talking about. Those
who call it nerdy are those who I call thick. Love philosophizing?
Add me on facebook and put a quote on my wall that will make me
think. I'll be chasing you for weeks.

If you're my friend, a girl, and attractive, chances are
something's already happened: maybe we were drunk,
maybe we were weren't, but my biggest problem has
always been being "just friends" with a girl. It's like
the movie "When Harry Met Sally:" men and women
can't be friends because the sex part always gets in the
way. ALWAYS. If you're one of the rare girl friends
that something hasn't happened with, we're probably
not mat close. If you want something to happen then
say something. If you want to be the deer that jumps
in front of traffic then find me drunk at a party.

If you happen to see me across the room in the townhouses
or at the beach, and you think you might fancy me and
would like to make your approach, by all means go right
ahead. Ifyou tell me you read my latest iPhone article, you
are basically going to have my ear for the rest of the night.
Even if you hated it; the fact that you read The Mirror will
impress me enough.

If you fall between a friend and a stranger and are in my class (Year
or literal class, I'm not sure which they meant) either talk to me or
figure out some way to set up some study date, chick flick movie
style. If everything else fails, just drop in conversation that you have
never seen "Casablanca" or "Goodwill Hunting" and I will have to
insist we watch them together.

If you're a friend of mine and like me 111
be shocked. I mean shocked that I haven't
noticed. Just go ahead and send me the
relationship request on Facebook cause at
this point it's probably the only way 111 get
the hint.

ASSISTANT SPORTS
EDITOR

ANDONI FLORES
THE VINE PRODUCER

DAN LEITAO
MANAGING EDITOR
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Valentine's Day
Dan Leitao
Valentine's Day. Last thing I want to
hear is the cliche "it is a day created to
cheat consumers out of money." That is no
longer original or witty. It's simply a tired
excuse for people who want to complain (I
should know, I do that every week).
For Your Hookup: Valentines Day is
the epitome of the Anti-Hookup. For that
steady yet non-committal relationship you
have had going on many beers weekend
nights, it is the day that can spell disaster.
The best thing is to simply avoid the subject or if nothing else find some excuse to
be sick Sunday through Wednesday. If you
have to do something, take them to see
"No Strings Attached" and leave halfway
through.
The Date: In an age in which girls
continually complain that guys don't go
on dates anymore and say how all they
want is sex, I'm shocked to see Blackberry
girl attack my straight from the preppy
handbook wardrobe and date.
First girls complain that we don't take
them on a date and then you complain it
is not different or exotic enough. If a guy is
taking you to dinner and a movie and not
offering you sweatpants to wear I think
you should be flattered, not complaining
that he didn't take you on some romantic
walk through central park and pay for
a stupid carriage ride (Blackberry girl's
dream).
I blame the whole wanting crazy dates
on the amount of chick flicks girls watch.
I've seen enough to know that after the
part of the movie where the guy messes
up and is. trying to win the girl back he
either does really cute or really crazy. I've

decided that girls wanting these fanciful
stories and wondrous dates is the same
as the guy wanting his date to perform
everything he watched last night alone on
the Internet: both of these movies set unobtainable goals for both sexes and are set
by sick people who fantasize about love
and sex and never find it themselves.
Single People: You don't need to pour
a Robin Scherbatsky (How I Met Your
Mother) size wine glass and eat ice cream.
Nor do you need to watch movies that will
make you cry. Just embrace the fact that
you are single and on the next Friday night
when your friends are turning down members of the opposite sex you can be living
it up "College Style" (So Cool...Not).
For all of you who are wondering
what iPhone's date will be. I will open the
door to the car for her, offer her my coat
if she is cold, and certainly pay the bill.
I'll be at some trendy wine bar ordering
Sauvignon Blanc, not Sauvignon BLANK
(that is Blackberry girl's favorite wine to
butcher).
After dinner I'll ask her what she
wants to do movie, ice-skating, a museum, or whatever she chooses. Sure it
sounds boring compared to some chick
flick movie dream date but just count how
many real dates you've been on before
you judge.
P.S. In case you did not hear, the iPhone
is now out for Verizon, just in time for Valentine's Day. If you want to make Blackberry
girl's day, it is the perfect gift, and better
yet, you won't have to see her stupid BBM
picture anymore.
- Sent from my iPhone

Alexandria Hein
After spending a fair amount of time
with iPhone boy so far this year, I bet you I
could give you the play-by-play for his Valentine's Day plans. And I bet you it sucks.
Let's see, red roses, box of chocolate and
a ridiculously expensive dinner at some
place where the other patrons will be in
their late forties, early fifties.
His outfit will be khakis, a solid sweater
and a button down from Vineyard Vines. His
hair will have product in it for the first time
this year, and he may even wear socks with
his Topsiders. A teddy bear for his valentine
most definitely, and of course he'll pick out
the bottle of wine mumbling through the
name of it almost as badly as he ordered,
"MAN-I-CATT-EE" from the Levee last week.
I have fun bashing him, but he's the
majority of Fairfield boys this Valentine's
Day, which isn't a bad thing, just a hilarious, tired, and part of a played-out scene.
What else will they have, let's explore:
dinner and a movie? Making dinner at
his Townhouse while his roommates
awkwardly hide upstairs? Oh, it's all so
predictable.
I will tell you the one group that I do
feel bad for this Valentine's Day: Freshmen
and Sophomore boys. You poor guys don't
even have a car to take your date to these
stupid restaurants along Post Road that
will be packed with the rest of Fairfield U.
I have to be honest with you, the
luckiest people on Valentine's Day are the
single ones, I envy you right now. Economically, unless you drink the equivalent
of what you would have spent on your
date, you make out okay. Mom and Dad

might send up a little treat to make sure
you know your "loved" on this day that is
the same as any other only it is a manifest
of pink, mushy gushy crap.
I'm no hopeless romantic as you can
see; I didn't fall in love in the most romantic
cities when I was abroad, I chose instead to
profess my love in a laundry closet. That's
an entirely different matter, but there is one
lesson to take away from all of this. Different is sometimes and often, better. When we
were throwing out ideas in the office about
fun Valentine's Day dates I saw sparkles in
my staff's eyes that I had never seen before
as they declared their favorite Valentine's
Day memory.
There was the date at the MET, which
was economically reasonable because
it was free, the aquarium, Chinese food
rituals and a concert at Tuliard. iPhone
boy, I have to give you some props for this,
you actually did take a girl to the Museum
once, maybe you aren't all that predictable.
I salute you without valentines this
Monday and I envy your ability to watch
comedy movies with friends all night,
stuffing your face with popcorn, and
enjoying a beverage of your choice. I won't
mind if you pass by and laugh at the rest
of us sitting awkwardly at restaurants we
don't belong at, trying to pronounce food
we shouldn't be eating, and spending
money we don't have.
All in all, if there is one message I can
leave you with, it is simply to remember,
when it conies to Love, there is no app for
that.
- Sent from my Verizon Wireless Blackberry

No, *Ww& d/e, no

By: Greg Pizzi
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Valentine/, Be/MCne?
l.verb

It's Valentines Day.

2. color

(1) my life. Why is it that the world turns pink and

(2) as soon as the calendars

(3) to February? Honesdy, you

3. verb -s_
couldn't pay me enough to go back to mom's homemade

4. shape_
5. adjective.

breakfast and dad's

6. plural

class

7. year of grade school_

(5) songs he sang on the way to school on Feb. 14 for a day of

_(6) and shenanigans

Remember making the valentine mailboxes in

8. noun

(4) pancakes for

(8) because she would let us

_(7)? Mrs. Johnson was the

(9) all afternoon just to make those

9. verb
_(10) boxes look awesome.

10. adjective.

And those Valentines, I remember

11. verb
12. adverb

shopping to buy me the

13. Djsney cartoon_

if I was going to give one to sexy.

14. adjective

_(ll)mymom.

_(12) while grocery

(13) valentines. They were.

(14) and I knew
.(16) on that.

.(15) I would only want to.

Those heart shaped candies tasted like

_(17) though and I never understood

15. name
why people were even allowed to buy them.

16. verb

But now, what do we have to look forward to on this day of love?

17. gross noun_

(18) that's what.

18. noun

Go ahead and check your mailbox in the BCC. Think you're going to find a

19. bookstore item

your crush? In your dreams

20. term of endearment.

Just go back to

21. place on campus
(22) Monday.

22. adjective

>i

...

Fairfield University Student
Special
(Student Stag Card Required)

Haircuts

$25

(men & women)

Color
Partial
Full

60
90
120

Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays
Call for Appt. with Nicole, Erica or Caity

2060 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 (203) 255-0798
Hours: 9-5:30, Wed & Thurs open till 8:00 pm

(20).

.

(21) and finish your homework. It's just another

(19) from
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[/THIS WEEK IN
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

How THE STAGS
STAND IN THE MAAC

TEN QUESTIONS

WITH DEREK NEEDHAM
MEN'S BASKETBALL
BY ARIEL MORRIAR
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Mirror recently sat down with Men's Basketball leading scorer, Derek Needham.
The Mirror. Do you have a valentine?
Derek Needham: No.
TM: What accomplishment are you most proud of?
DN: Being Rookie of the Year!
TM: Who would be included in your dream team?
DN: My dream team would include Kobe Bryant, Micheal Jordan, Lebron James, Shaq,
and Tim Duncan.
TM: What's your most used motivational quote?
DN: "Hard work beats talent, when talent doesn't work hard!"
TM: What stereotypes would you like to clear?
DN: All black people do not like watermelon (laughs).
TM: What's something that people don't know about you?
DN: I am a very quiet person.
TM: What's the largest number of points you had in your college basketball career?
DN: 29.
TM: How would you describe yourself to a stranger?
DN: I am kind and respectful.
TM: What are some goals or aspirations?
DN: I want to become a professional basketball player or an FBI agent'
TM: If you could speak any language, what would it be?
DN: Spanish.
TM: What is your favorite thing to do besides basketball?
DN: Sleep.
TM: What is the craziest thing that ever happened to you on campus?
DN: A litde kid was excited to see me! I'll never forget him yelling my name from across
the room!

SPORTS 3x5

Men
Fairfield
Rider
Saint Peter's
Iona
Loyola
Siena
Canisius
Marist
Niagara
Manhattan

Women
Marist
Loyola
Manhattan
Fairfield
Siena
Iona
Canisius
Rider
Saint Peter's
Niagara

Overall
18-5
17-8
14-10
14-10
12-11
10-13
12-11
4-21
5-20
4-20

Overall
21-2
13-10
17-6
15-8
9-13
9-15
7-16
3-20
3-20
1-22

BY THE NUMBERS

25

6

The career high The steady win
of single game streak of the Men's
points recorded Basketball team
that was ended by
byYorel
Hawkins'11 this Rider last Sunday
past Friday vs. when Fairfield fell
by a score of 96-87.
Iona.

The number of steals &
blocks made by Taryn
Johnson in Women's
Basketball's
attempt at upsetting the
1st place Marist Red
Foxes on Sunday.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

"There's no words that can take away the
pain that theyfeel right now,"
—Women's Basketball Head Coach loe Frager said
referring to his team after coming so close to beating
Marist, the undisputed leader of the MAAC conference.

Your 2010-2011 3x5 Columnists
Tom Fitzpatriek, Tommy Polise
and Jack Meagher.
mm

Because they like to
talk... Sports.

S3

K

Favorite Super Bowl
commericial?

Glad the Packers won on
Sunday night?

Best Super Bowl moment?

Black Eyed Peas halftime show...horrible or
entertaining?

Better game of the
weekend - Stags or
Super Bowl?

Darth Vader Volkswagen
commerical was solid.

It's always good for the
NFL when new superstars
are born, and that's exactly what happened with
Aaron Rodgers.

Greg Jennings postgame interview - so
overwhelmed lie could
barely talk. Good stuff.

A lot of the production
was cool but some of

Toss up - although we should
have beaten Iona by 15, not 4.
The Super Bowl was good but
didn't compare to Giants-Pats
or Saints- Colts in terms of
drama.

Yes. Steelers win too
much. Share the wealth.

The coin toss.

I preferred to watch
the Puppy Bowl on
Animal Planet.

SPORTS COLUMNIST

£fe
«.'^: ,
31

TOMMY POLISE
LAX GOALIE

I was channel surfing. I.
missed most of the commercials.

the stuff seemed forced.
Fergie's had more surgery
than Greg Oden.

BLOOPER

I,

JACK MEAGHER
SUNDAY NIGHT
CONTRIBUTOR

mericals, but Doritos'
"House Sitting"

Halftime Show from the
Puppy Bowl instead.

I was more emotionally
involved in the Stags victory. My blood bleeds red
for the Stags.

Stags. Fantastic crowd on
Friday night.
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Women's Basketball Nearly Fells Giant
Stags come within 2 points, losing 54-52 to #25 Marist
Bv IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

They say basketball is a game of inches, and the Fairfield University women's
basketball team knows that cliche all too
well. The Stags fell short of an upset bid
on Sunday as the 5 time MAAC champion
Red Foxes of Marist College escaped with
a 54-52 win at the Webster Bank Arena at
Harbor Yard. The loss snaps Fairfield's five
game conference winning streak and drops
their record to 15-8 and 8-4 in the MAAC.
Fairfield knew entering this battle
that they would need to perform at their
highest level if they were to take down the
Goliath of the conference. After all, Marist
is a team who supports the nation's second
longest active winning streak of 17 games
and is the newest addition to the national
top 25 polls standing at #25. And they did.
Fairfield could have knocked them off.
They just couldn't deliver the final blow.
"It hurts," Coach Joe Frager said after
the game. "If one of our shots fall, one of
theirs doesn't we're jumping up and down
in the locker room right now...it wasn't
meant to be."
The team witnessed all their hopes
and desires of becoming the first MAAC
team to defeat Marist all year, come crashing down off the rim as their two three
point attempts in the final seconds fell
short.
"There's no words that can take away
the pain that they feel right now," Frager
said.
Sophomore forward Brittany MacFarlane said, "I thought we played a great
game from start to finish. It definitely hurts
because it was so close,"
The team must have felt disappointment when Corielle Yarde's layup with 27.7
seconds gave Marist the eventual win, and

Mirror File Photo

Women's Basketball Head Coach Joe Frager is confident that his
team will learn from last Sunday's tough lost against Marist.
definitely experienced heartbreak after
leaving the court to a dull applause, not the
loud roar they anticipated considering that
they were leading for most of the game.
But this close defeat did give them something useful: the reassurance that they are
getting better.
"I think we're growing as a basketball
team," Frager said. "The thing I liked about
today's effort is that we had different kids
step up and give us contribution that they
couldn't two or three weeks ago."
The Stags were aware that they were

matched against a team that has been
dominating the MAAC. Marist, #25, had
defeated their conference foes by an average of 26.2 points in their first 11 games.
Nevertheless, they remained unafraid and
prepared for the contest expecting a win.
"Coach told us all week that we're the
only team who can really come close to
beating them so we had confidence that we
can beat them," MacFarlane said.
With all the dominating stats that
could be endlessly repeated regarding
Marist: 25th best team in the country,

2nd longest active winning streak, and
leading the conference in 13 separate
categories, only one basket separated
Fairfield from this overriding power.
"Our staff is really proud of our kids,"
Frager said. "Our locker room was really quiet.
I know how much they wanted this game. I
think it's going to take them 24 hours to objectively look at this game."
Now that the immediate time table
has passed and the squad has had the
opportunity to cool off, they can relax and
reflect on the many positives of this effort.
Holding the best offensive team in the
MAAC to 38 percent shooting, forcing 12
turnovers against the nation's best squad
in that department, and becoming the first
MAAC team to outrebound Marist is not an
easy feat.
"You need to be really, really, really,
really good to beat Marist and we were one
away," Frager said.
"If anything, I hope that instilled
some confidence in our young kids that
we can compete." The two point loss in a
regular season game has added the hope
that they can finally pull off the upset
come tournament time.
"We're probably going to end up playing them [come tournament time] I think
it's great for confidence," MacFarlane said.
With the tournament in your home
building, everything becomes different.
The buzz and passion becomes louder as
it resonates through the wide areas of the
Arena, bouncing off the hopefully packed
bleachers. The urgency increases knowing
that every game and every decision counts.
The anticipation builds through every hallow dribble. And the Fairfield Unviersity
women's basketball team hopes that when
all those elements line up: the results will
be different.

Club Hockey Set to Fight Breast Cancer in Rivalry Game

Mirror File Photo

The Fairfield University Club Hockey team will be taking on SUNY Farmingdale on their
home rink at Wonderland of Ice in Bridgeport this Friday night at 9 p.m.
BY TYLER WOSLEGER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fairfield University and Hockey? Not many people
know that Fairfield even has a hockey team. Competing at
the club level, the Fairfield Men's Hockey team heads into
its biggest game of the season this weekend.
The Fairfield Men's Club Ice Hockey team is looking
for a big crowd to back them this weekend as they take on

rival SUNY-Farmingdale. Currendy, Farmingdale is #5 in the
country and is 18-3 overall.
The Stags are hoping to use this game to raise as much
money as possible to support Breast Cancer Awareness.
The team will wear special pink jerseys to show their support and all proceeds will go to Hockey Moms Fight Breast
Cancer.
It has been a successful season thus far, but the Stags
hope this weekend's game will jump start a strong finish to

the season.
Currendy, the team is 7-6-1 and has qualified for
regionals, where they will face Penn State-Altoona. Also on
the horizon are the league playoffs and a potential trip to
nationals if the Stags can get hot as the season concludes.
The team, led by captains Pat Walters '11, Brian Loftus
' 11, and Chris Pacicco' 12, has had several big wins on the
club circuit this year, knocking off SUNY-Albany twice,
Wagner twice, and powers Southern CT State and North
Carolina.
A big reason for the Stags success has been contributions from players both young and old. Walters and Mike
Pagliuco ' 12 have been key pieces for the Stags in getting
them into regionals for the first time since 2007. A mainstay in the crease all season, Pagliuco is 2-1 in his last three
games, stopping 48 shots against Wagner and 31 vs SUNYAlbany. Walters has been pivotal, on offense, scoring four
goals in the last three games, including the game winner
against SUNY-Albany.
Pagliuco's strong play has been supported by a solid
defense. He credits Matt Viskovich '14, Pat Sullivan '14, and
Alex Rusoniello '14 with being the anchors of the defense.
"The combination between a solid core on defense and
young, fast forwards, we have really put ourselves in a good
position to succeed at regionals and hopefully move onto
the National tournament in Michigan," said captain Pacicco.
As the Stags season concludes, they're hoping for
strong student support as they take on Farmingdale. "I think
the student support will be a big help to our team, and more
importandy, to help raise money for Breast Cancer Awareness," said Pagliuco.
Details below on the time and location of the event:
Admission is $2. All proceeds go to Breast Cancer Awareness.
This Friday at 9 p.m. at the Wonderland of Ice in
Bridgeport. Buses leave from the Rec Plex at 8:30 p.m.
Come out and support the Stags and Breast Cancer
Awareness!
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Unlimited Tanning for 31 days
Professional Teeth Whitening
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Stags Hold Off Fiesty Gaels

Photos by Peter Caty/The Mirror

Clockwise from left: Ryan Olander '12 glides through a clear lane to the basket, Warren Edney '11 grabs a rebound in the face of Iona's Scott Machado, Maurice Barrow '14 hangs on to the ball despite an Iona defender, Ryan Olander '12 is introduced in Harbor Yard at the start of Friday's game.

BY TOM FITZPATRICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Finally, the students showed up.
The occasion was a 9 p.m., nationally
televised battle between two of the
best Men's basketball teams in the
MAAC this year.
The teams did not disappoint in
an entertaining, back and forth contest
which saw the MAAC-leading Stags
take home a 75-71 victory.
The Stags controlled the majority
of the opening half with a balanced
effort led most notably by Yorel Hawkins'11 and Ryan Olander '12. Hawkins' mid-range game was on point
throughout, while Olander policed the
paint on both ends of the court.
However, a mini-run by Iona cut
the lead to 31-27 by the end of the first
half.
The Stags came out like a house
on fire - whatever Cooley said at the

half must have sparked a fuse. A quick
7-0 run put the Stags up comfortably at
38-27. However, Iona rattled off nine
of the next 11 points, signaling that
they would not be going down on this
night without a fight.
The two squads went at each
other for much of the second half until
Fairfield, in a game of many runs, used
one of their own to take a 64-50 lead
at the 7:26 mark. Hawkins delivered
the highlights of the evening with two
monster dunks, the second off a nice
feed from Colin Nickerson '13 off a fast
break.
Students remarked that it was the
loudest they had ever heard the Webster Bank Arena at Harbor Yard, which
housed an impressive attendance total
of 4,094.
All seemed well, an impressive
victory on home court in front of a
national television audience. And
then the Gaels conjured up another

comeback.
Using a 17-5 run, Iona was able to
use some timely 3-point shooting and
a pesky full court trap to cut the lead to
2, 73-71 with 25 seconds to go.
Hawkins and Nickerson hit 2 of
4 from the line to seal the victory by a
final score of 75-71. A crushing defeat
was narrowly avoided.
Hawkins played arguably the best
game in 4 years as a Stag, tallying 25
points and 7 boards. Olander chipped
in with 19 points, and 8 rebounds of
his own. Point guard Derek Needham
'13 threatened a double-double with 8
points and 9 assists, despite struggling
with his shot throughout the evening.
The victory put the Stags in the
proverbial driver's seat of the conference as the MAAC postseason tournament approaches. It will be played
March 4-7 at Harbor Yard.

